Algebra/Trig.
Points

Mathematician Report
1

2

3

Dates of birth and death given
along with places, maps and
interesting circumstances
surrounding the event.

2

Complete description of
parents including occupations,
education & influences on
mathematician

2

Education mentioned, Education mentioned
No mention of education
but no details given along with some details

Complete description of
educational background given
including place, majors and
lasting influences

2

Occupation stated but
no other information
given

Brief description of
occupation given

Complete description of
occupation including any
influence it had on his/her role
as a mathematician

2

2

2

No title page

Birth/Death
Information

No birth/death
information

Incomplete or
inadequate
Basic information given
description of
about birth/death
birth/death information

Occupation

Score Weight

1

Title Card or
Screen

Education

4
Title page is present and
contains the name of the
mathematician, students'
names, and appropriate
graphics

Title page is present, Title page is present but
but lacks much of the
lacks complete
required information
information

Parents

Name___________________

Parents' names are
No description of parents given but no other
information is included

No mention of
occupation

Adequate description
of parents including
occupations

Inventions or
Mathematical
Discoveries

Nothing mentioned

Discoveries
mentioned but not
explained

Basic description given
or description includes
inaccurate information.

Complete description and
explanation of mathematical
discoveries including any
formulas or published works
attributed to your
mathematician

Points of Interest

No points of interest
mentioned

Interesting fact
mentioned but not
explained

Breif description of
interesting anecdote

Complete interesting and
accurate anecdote about your
mathematician.

Total

Algebra/Trig.

Mathematician Report

Name___________________

2 sources accurately 3 sources accurately cited, only
cited, only one of which
one of which is a type of
is a type of encyclopedia
encyclopedia

1

Slide or Card
Design

Slides contain little or no
sound or graphics, poor
transitions, poor contrast
between background &
text

Slides have sound or
Slide design is very appealing
graphics that are
Slides contain good
containing appropriate sounds
distracting or
sounds & graphics, good
& graphics, interesting
inappropriate, fair
transitions, good
transitions and excellent
transitions, fair
contrast between
contrast between background
contrast between
background & text
& text
background & text

1

Mechanics

Many grammatical
and/or spelling errors,
much of text is directly
from source

Several grammatical Few grammatical and/or
Little or no grammatical and/or
and/or spelling errors, spelling errors, most of
spelling errors, text entirely in
some of text in
the text in the group's
group's own words.
group's own words
own words.

1

Adequate eye
Little eye contact, no
contact,somewhat
Excellent eye contact, very
No eye contact, voice
expansion on slide
familiar with material
familiar with material, expands
Oral Presentation too low to be heard, poor
information, poor
some expansion on slide on information on slides,good
tone and style
voice projection, tone, information, fair voice voice projection, pleasing tone,
and style
projection, tone, and
and engaging style
style

2

Bibliographhy

No Bibliography slide

Group Work

1 source cited

Poor teamwork, some
No teamwork, poor
Some teamwork, little
misbehavior,
classroom behavior,
misbehavior, met most
sometimes late for
failed to meet deadlines
deadlines and project
deadlines and project
and project requirements
requirements
requirements

Excellent teamwork, good
behavior, worked together to
meet all deadlines and project
requirements

2

Total

